Arctic Heat Wave, Say What?

Letter to the Editor, Jan 8, 2017
It seems just about everyday a new fraudulent story claiming man
made climate change is doing this or that, even though just about
anybody with a functional brain would question the narrative.
The one that caught me this Christmas was the massive heat wave in
the arctic over Christmas and Boxing day. BBC, CTV, and even the
Weather network were saying 20 degrees above normal, maybe
above freezing. So I went to the weather network and searched
Cambridge Bay, Victoria Island Western Arctic, -24. I then searched
Iqaluit, -30, Pond Inlet, -29, and the North Pole a balmy, -26. No heat
wave, situation normal. I would guess your false positive for a heat
wave was the energy from the electrical magnetic storm NASA
mentioned. A fair amount of energy indeed, but no heat wave.
They even went on to say that the melted sea water would absorb
more sunlight and warm even more! I don’t know how old you were
when you learned the Arctic was in 24 hours of darkness in the winter.
I was very young.
Then there is Stephan Dion our foreign affairs minister. He claims all
the problems in the Middle East are the result of “Man made Climate
change”. Sorry Stephan, your wrong! The problems with the middle
east are that it is infested with vicious, evil, savages who live to kill
anyone who is slightly different, or believes something different than
they do. Been going on for thousands of years with no end in sight!
Nothing to do with Climate. Some people like the Israelis make the
desert bloom, others just blow things up.
The one story I read from CBC that lakes are warming faster because
of you guessed it, “Man Made Climate Change”. Well, ??? The reason
I would attest that to in our area is the massive increase in Total
Organic Carbon from the millions of acres of beaver swamps draining
toxic effluent into the lakes. Darker colours absorb more energy,
simple science. I wouldn’t worry about warming lakes as the coming
winter will take care of any gain. Besides its nicer for swimming.
And to be really insane, some say the Haiti earthquake was caused by
man made climate change. It just seems to go from the absurd to the
ridiculous.
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But all these fraudsters have a right to their opinion. I just wish that
main stream media would check the science out before they publish
such pure crap or that new buzz word, “fake news”.
And finally, those people who want “Man made Climate Change
deniers” like myself and others jailed. I say to you that you are of the
same ilk as the evil morons who wanted to burn Gallaleo at the stake
for saying the earth is not the centre of the universe or the ones who
wanted to do the same to Michael Angelo, or De Vinci, and many
other great minds, simply because they could figure things out and
you can’t. I say people like David Suzuki, and US Attorney General
Jessica Lynch who call for the jailing of climate change deniers, are
the ones who need orange jump suits. You don’t have the right to take
away freedom of thought and speech from anyone, not now or ever!
And by the way, the “Science is not settled”. Over 31,000 credible
scientist have banned together to refute man made climate change
but lame stream media will not talk to them because fear and fake
news sell a lot better.
Doug Heal

